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Editorial
by Sibok Lloyd Fridenburg

The Elusive Black Sash! Many Begin, but Few Succeed.
Ahh, the elusive black sash, the dream and vision of all new Kung Fu students!
During these unusual times, those black sash dreams may have changed but rest
assured, it is only a temporary pause. So, take full advantage of the additional time you have to simply focus
on your training and improve your skills. We often speak of attaining your black sash as the beginning of a
journey and not a destination. What you do after you attain the rank of Black Sash is what truly defines you as
a martial artist, but first you have to get there.
If you are thinking about attempting a Black Sash grading here are a few things to consider that will make the
journey a more positive experience:
§

Training for a Black Sash grading is a six-month commitment. Aside from your job, school, and family
Kung Fu training must become your primary focus.

§

You should be attending at least three classes a week for the first three months and many more for the last
three.

§

Use the first three months to ensure you know your requirements. This will allow you train at a higher
level of intensity with more confidence in the latter stages of preparation.

§

You must train on your own as well as training in class. Don’t make the mistake of thinking that attending
a lot of classes equates to training hard, especially at this level.

§

Acknowledge your strengths and
weaknesses and plan your training
strategy accordingly.

§

Be self-critical and self-correcting.
Every time an instructor makes a
general correction assume they are
talking directly to you.

§

WKFA instructors do not compare
students to each other, but we must

Congratulations Sifu Harry and Sifu Michael for earning your rank of 1st Degree Black.

see improvement according to your own skills and abilities.
§

Train like you are training for an Olympic event. Keep your eye on the goal but train smart along the way.

§

Don’t rely on instructors to cater to your training. By now, you know what needs to be done. Do it!

Now is the time to begin training if you have a goal to test for Brown or Black in the spring of 2021. If you fail to
prepare; prepare to fail!
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Sigung’s Corner
The last several months have been a challenging period of upheaval and change for
everyone, including WKFA. Recognizing milestones and transitions has been difficult.
Our Academy has certainly seen key members of our community move on. One very
instrumental member that has retired from teaching is Sifu Patti. For clarity, she and I
had been in discussion since the Fall and we had made the announcement to our
instructors in February. She is looking to spend more time with her family (including her daughters who
achieved their Brown Sashes with us) and other interests such as art, kayaking and hiking.
Until it is a little easier to get together to give her our best wishes and gratitude, I thought the next best way to
do this would be through this newsletter. She has dedicated so much of her time and energy to the Academy
and my family and this is a good forum to share some of that with you. By no means is this to be an exhaustive
account of everything she has done (I’m already pushing my word limit!), but it is a chance to show some
thanks for the many areas of responsibility she took on during her time with us.
With over 19 years at WKFA, her spirit of helping pre-dates my tenure as Head Instructor. In her own way,
choosing to be in the background, she was incredibly supportive of Sigung Bob. During my time as a young
instructor of the Sunday classes, with her and I both being able to converse at length, we naturally connected
and became good friends.
We were all very crushed when Sigung suddenly died in 2006. As I grappled with the decision to leave my
position as manager at a large accounting firm to take on the role of Head Instructor, I knew I would have a
hard time doing it alone. I worked to gauge the level of support of the existing instructors. Knowing she had a
high level of involvement with the Academy and a deep passion to see it continue, Sifu Patti was also someone
important I sought out for support and guidance. Her knowledge, hope, and confidence in my ability to lead
was a major factor in my decision to take the leap.
In my first years as Head Instructor, she gave me the opportunity to develop and focus on the teaching end by
volunteering in the office to help with a lot of the larger administrative tasks such as membership agreements,
marketing, recording attendance into our database (back when we had manual sign-in books), store orders
and inventory, and grading certificates, to name but a few. She would also do a lot of thoughtful smaller but
helpful tasks, like lovingly watering the Academy plants, hanging pictures and artwork and refilling my favourite
pen (which I’ve managed to lose and find many times in 14 years!).
Sifu Patti was one of the driving forces and main
helpers for many years with almost all the annual extra
curricular events we hold at the Academy. This
included our In-House Tournament (Shiai), the Family
Summer Picnic, and of course our mega bash, the
Halloween Harvest Buddy Day Party. She attended
and helped coordinate a lot of our great seminars over
the years as well (too many to name!). She was a part
of our Dragon Boat Racing Team back in the day and
our running group. In 2012 and 2017, we had 20th and
25th Anniversary celebrations and demonstrations in
the community and she was involved in many aspects
of these big events.
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One of the Academy’s most important programs is our 4-5-year-old age group, the Little Ninjas. A lot of our
student body was first introduced to our Academy and Kung Fu in this program. The importance of starting with
a good foundation cannot be understated; students that start this way tend to stick with the art for a long time.
We have had students go from LN to Black Sash! Sifu Patti was part of this program right from inception with
Sifu Laina and along with Sifu Lorna, helped evolve it to the effective and fun program it is today!
After attending hundreds of classes and assisting with
hundreds of classes, on April 16, 2011, along with Sifus Mark,
Rebecca and Sarah, Sifu Patti successfully passed her
grading to earn her Black Sash. She went on to use this
milestone to develop into a confident and impactful member of
the instructor team. While able to teach any skill level and
age, she was most at home working with our novice students.
She took great pride in introducing our new adults to the
Academy and our system. She was a member of and acted in
a leadership capacity with our Competition and Demonstration
Teams too. Sifu Patti even took time to educate us on one of
her many skills, proficiency in American Sign Language!
Sifu Patti sought out further marital arts development in the United States and in November of 2013, after a lot
of hard work, she became a Certified Self-Defense Instructor under the National Women’s Martial Arts
Federation. With this knowledge and a deep passion for women and self-defense (especially as it applied to
children), she would go on to positively impact WKFA with two major initiatives: a Women’s Program and
Empowerment Self Defence (ESD). Her Friday morning Women’s Only Classes were an all-inclusive program
that developed strong bonds, good martial arts and specifically provided a comfortable training space for
members of our Muslim community in the Region. The ESD Curriculum shaped our children’s self-defence
philosophy, including the Five Fingers of Self-Defence. Youth and Junior students looked forward to her
quarterly guest appearances in all the classes!
With this look back at just some of the involvement and impact Sifu
Patti has had during her almost two decades with us, it’s easy to see
why she will be so missed. Her character and perseverance really
stand out. If you have been in her presence for even a short while,
you will experience her consistently positive outlook on almost
everything! It was an honour to instruct and teach alongside her for
so many years. In many ways, she was a teacher to me too and one
of my biggest lessons from her was to always be grateful. So, with
that, I want to express my sincere gratitude to this wonderful martial
artist and person as she moves on to this next chapter in her
journey. I know she won’t be a stranger to our Academy, and we
look forward to seeing her around the community. All the best to you
and your family Sifu Patti!
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Youth Students Column
by Sifu Cristina Prudencio-Brunello

Mini Kung Fu Dictionary
Hello Youth Students! I hope you all had a great first month back at the Academy – it has
been wonderful to see all of your smiling faces! Since
we’ve been away for a while, I thought we would have
a quick refresher on some Kung Fu terms:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sifu = Kung Fu teacher; these are your instructors with a Black Sash,
and they are in charge of leading your classes.
Sigung = Teacher of teachers; Sigung Dave has this title. He is the
owner of WKFA and he teaches all of the Sifus Kung Fu.
Sibok = Kung Fu Uncle; we have two Siboks at WKFA: Sibok Lloyd
and Sibok Eric, who teach our Adult students. This is a title of great
respect.
Sije = Big Sister; this is the title for our female Brown Sashes.
Sihing = Big Brother; our male Brown Sashes have this title.
Kung Fu = Hard work over time to acquire a skill
Kiai = spirit yell; they can make our technique stronger and more
focussed.
Kwoon = the bif room where we train our Kung Fu; every time we cross the gateway, we bow to show
respect.
Shaolin = little forest; it is also the name of a Buddhist temple, from which our style, Shaolin Kung Fu gets
its name.
Shiai = our yearly tournament at WKFA where you can present your forms and compete in sparring.

Remember that Kung Fu is more than the physical
aspect – learning and understanding the vocabulary
we use in the Academy is good practice for etiquette
and memory.
For a fun activity, see if you can find the bolded
terms in this word search!
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Junior Students Column
by Sifu Jeremy Norris

Creating Goals to Seek Improvement
As we head back to the kwoon and begin to train in-person again, many aspects of our
Kung Fu training are different. The class sizes are smaller, there is limited training space,
and social distancing protocols make it difficult for us to train normally. With all these new
challenges in our way goal setting and managing our success and failures is more important now than ever!
A goal can be defined as an obstacle or personal feat that challenges and makes an impact on one’s journey.
In layman’s terms a goal is something that challenges us to be a better version of ourselves. Creating a goal
does not just mean that we choose something that can be accomplished easily, it means to challenge
ourselves so that we can grow. Now, you may be thinking this is where we talk about how to achieve your
goals…wrong! Here are some tips that will help you create goals that will improve your Kung Fu.
To create attainable goals, we must look at what is dealt in
front of us and look at areas where we can improve. Making
this relevant to our times, we can look at the area we train in
as an example. We train in a limited space, with only a few feet
to practice. If you were to set a goal of “I want to get better at
point sparring”, that would be unattainable with our recent
circumstances. On the other hand, if you were to say, “I want
to get better at sparring techniques”, that goal is attainable. By
practicing ¾ stance drills and asking questions, you can
improve your sparing techniques. This is a perfect example of
looking at our current circumstances to create an attainable
goal.
It is important when creating our goals to understand the differences between long-term and short-term goals.
Our long-term goals are the big accomplishments and achievements that are made up of a bunch of smaller
short-term goals. If we take our Kung Fu curriculum as an example then it could be said that the achievement
of your next rank would be your long-term goal, whereas all your forms and other requirements you must learn
are your short-term goals. Now, it is easy to look at a long-term goal and say, “yeah I will get to that”, but it
crucial to create for yourself smaller goals that will help you reach that bigger goal! Think of it like a tower, you
can’t get to the top without smaller steps. Those steps are crucial, without them you will never reach your goal.
As you look to improve your Kung Fu while we return to the kwoon, I challenge you to create one long-term
goal. Then create three short-term goals that will help you get there. Remember it is one thing to say you are
going to do something versus actually doing it, goals help us get there.
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Adult Students Column
by Sifu Mark Jolley

The Greatest (and probably least favourite) Exercise!
“Ok class, do your full push-up requirements.” The sentence most students dread. It
seems like such a simple exercise, when in reality it is one of the hardest non-equipment
workouts. The push-up is an exercise that can strengthen and tone many of the muscles of the upper body and
core. The muscles in the upper body do most of the work when you perform a correct push-up. The main
muscles are:
1. Chest
2. Shoulder
3. Upper and middle back muscles
4. Biceps at the front of the upper arm
5. Triceps at the back of the upper arm
6. Serratus Anterior (muscle that spans the upper eight ribs)

In addition, other muscles are required to keep the body in a rigid position.
1. Lower back muscles
2. Abdominal or core muscles
3. Gluteus maximus and medius (the buttocks)
4. Hamstrings, quads, calf, and shin muscles
As you can see, such a seemingly modest workout requires a wide range of muscles, and is a full-body
workout. It uses a huge amount of energy in a short span, because the movement requires large muscle
groups to push and hold your body weight up. The motion of pushing your body up and then lowering it
increases the heart rate. This in turns burns calories. The more push-ups, the more calories burned.
To get the most benefits out of your push-ups ensure the muscles are warmed up. Trying to do too many
without properly warming up will lead to injury. Some simple full range exercises can get the muscle groups
ready. You can start by doing push-ups against the wall. The farther away your feet are from the wall, the more
pressure and resistance is put on the muscles. You can progress next to using stairs, as it lowers the body
position. Easy 2 sets of 10 reps will warm-up up the muscles. Next would be to move to floor push-ups. Ensure
your hands are positioned below your shoulders. A quick check is to lay flat on the floor and position your
hands by your shoulders. Since this is a warm-up, 2 sets of 5-10 reps should be adequate. Stretch out the
muscles listed above, and you should be warmed up nicely for larger reps.
At WKFA we employ a wide range of push-up styles (flat palm, knuckle, tiger claws, etc). The above warm-up
techniques will work for any of them. Your push-up requirement is a goal to strive for. In the beginning, or when
your requirements increase, don’t expect to do be able to complete them all at once. Also, it is better to do a
full range push-up and less of them, than “cheating” and not do a full range, just to say you did your
requirements. In the end you are just depriving yourself of a great full body workout. With limited training space
in the kwoon and at home, this is a great exercise that uses small amount of space but is time effective.
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Parents Column
by Guest Contributor Sibok Lloyd Fridenburg

Practice! Practice! Practice!
Even though most children manage to attend class two days per week, keep in mind
that classes now last 40 minutes and part of that time is taken up with stretching and
warm-up exercises, often leaving a ½ hour or less for actual instruction. With a few rare exceptions, children
cannot become proficient without additional practice. The problem intensifies if they happen to miss a class.
Practice at home is essential!
If a child studies music, parents often insist that they spend hours practicing before the next lesson. Do you
give equal thought and time to your child’s Kung Fu training? If you do, you are in the minority. Why the
double standard?
Your own knowledge and understanding of the martial arts can play a significant role in determining the habits
of your children. I believe that at least part of the reason that parents don’t insist that their children practice
their Kung Fu is that parents often don't understand what or how their children are supposed to practice.
Because many parents are not familiar with the techniques and forms it is natural to be concerned that the kids
are practicing incorrectly and feel that they really can’t help them very much.
With music lessons, children are usually given a song or something else that is very specific to practice before
their next class. Parents can hear them playing, they know if they are practicing what they are supposed to
and, unless they’re tone deaf, they can tell if the child is improving. The same should apply for martial arts; if
you watch your child practice, you will indeed notice improvement. Even to an uneducated eye, the forms and
techniques will begin to look crisper and smoother.
It is always easier for instructors to
make corrections if a child has been
practicing something incorrectly than
it is to constantly re-teach forms and
techniques because they did not
practice and forgot.
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Dr. Sifu Rikin Speaks Out
Screen Time For Martial Artists: Striving to Improve
This is the second of a two-part series on helping address screen and digital media time
inspired by the challenging pandemic we are in. Building on identifying the opportunity in
part one, now let’s strive to improve.
In this article I will introduce the 4 M model for a systematic approach for parents to trial
and experiment with making changes:
MANAGE screen use. How?
• Make and regularly review or revise a Family media plan (link below), including individualized time and
content limits.
• Continue to be present and engaged when screens are used
• Whenever possible, co-view and talk about content with children and teens.
• Consider learning about parental controls and privacy settings. Since no parental control is perfect speak
proactively with children and teens about acceptable and unacceptable online behaviours.
• Consider obtaining your child’s or teen’s passwords and login information for devices and social media
accounts, to help ensure safety online and to follow online profiles and activities if concerns arise.
Encourage MEANINGFUL screen use. How?
• Prioritize daily routines, such as interacting face-to-face, sleep, and practicing kung fu over screen use.
• Prioritize screen activities that are educational, active, or social over those that are passive or unsocial.
• If possible be a part of your children’s media lives. For example, join in during video game play and ask
about their experiences and encounters online. Remember to them even if short, that’s quality time with
mom or dad in their eyes.
• Advocate for schools, childcare centres and after-school programs to consider developing their own plan
for digital screen use. This is important because our children don’t live in a box and we can’t monitor them
all the time.
MODEL healthy screen use:
• Parents please review your own media habits and plan time for alternative hobbies, activities.
• Reflect on the dangers of texting while driving, walking, jogging, or biking and try minimize, if not avoid.
• An absolute MUST, please ensure daily “screen-free” times, especially for family meals and socializing.
• Ask whether screens are “off” when not in use (this includes background TVs).
• Strive to avoid screens at least 1 hour before bedtime. I would strongly discourage having a TV in the
bedroom (and phone which has become the new TV).
MONITOR for signs of problematic screen use at any age, which could include:
• Complaints about being bored or unhappy without access to technology.
• Oppositional behaviour in response to screen time limits.
• Screen use that interferes with sleep, school or face-to-face interactions.
• Screen time that interferes with play, physical activities or socializing face-to-face.
• Negative emotions following online interactions or video games or while texting
I understand this an extensive list of suggestions, but the goal is to help our Kung Fu family and beyond be
better martial artists with good character and thoughtful leaders for tomorrow. Please feel to reach out with any
questions and if you see any problematic signs, I would be happy to discuss your child through a video consult
over the Ontario Telehealth Network (OTN). Let’s work together to make the tough changes now for a better
future.
Family Media Plan: https://www.healthychildren.org/English/media/Pages/default.aspx#planview
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Food for Thought
“When one person teaches, two people learn!” ~ origin unknown but I use this phrase regularly.
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